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Ayeni Moves Out, Cali In
Change in Student Govt.

Leadership Gives

Bullock, lnvergo, Macevicious
and Rankin Executive Positions
By Eddy Aba kporo

At the recent meeting of the Student

Before the elections began, Ayeni

Senate held on Nov. 11 in Engb retson

and

Hall, Tajudden Ayeni , president of the

elected

Senate, announced his formal step

secretary-protem

Liz

M u rphy

were

unanimously

p resident-p rotem
respectively.

and
Sam

down from the office as required by the

Cali,

Student Senate by-laws. The meeting,

under Ayeni, was elec.t"ld president of

in which the hottest item on the agenda

the Senate. Levi Bullock was elected to
be vice-p resident. Sharon Rankin and
Michael lnvergo were unanimously
elected t reas u re r and secretary
respectively. The position of p ublic
relations offic e r went to Rasa
Macevicious after a tie between her
and Chu was b roken by Ayeni's vote.

was the election of new officers, was
attended by all of the sixteen senators
and a handful of students from dif
ferent campus cor.stituencies.
In

his

farewell

address,

Ayeni

disclosed that he had no intentions or
plans to

run

for another term, but

who

served

as

vice-president

Bullock stated that his p rimary goal

would continue to work as a senator.

as the vice-president is to improve the

He told his fellow members of the

image and f u rther the acceptance of

Senate to work together for the com

student government to the student
body. He believes that he is committed

mon good of the students. "A leader
should have a knowledge of what is go

to improving the channels of com

ing on around him. Working together is
the only way we can
body , "

Ayeni

improve

orated.

He

munication

this

finally

Administ rative

the

Pro

students

the

ad

social services to the student body.''
Rasa Maceviciou s ,

it relates to the p resident of GSU,
Senate Advisor Tommy Dascenzo and
body.

to

B ullock's

visory Committee, thereby providing

Dean of Student Affairs and Services,

Senate

of

working closely with the Program Ad

Dr. Frank Borelli discussed his role as

Student

one

would accomplish this, he replied, "by

ministrative liason to the Senate and

the

also

and

info rmation

education at GSU. When asked how he

Senate.
as

is

dist rib u tion
of

prove the quality of student life and

towards the new Stur:tent Senate.
role

executive

According to lnvergo, he wants to im

by the past student body and directed

official

the

priorities.

form desc ribing the accomplishments

his

efficient

dissemination

cedures Manual. which is a written

In

between

committee and the Senate. Increasing

presented to the senators a Stud ent
G o v e r n m ent

•

President-elect, Sam Cali

Outgoing president, Tajudeen Ayeni

Borelli

stated that his position will involve

whose job in

volves projecting the image of the Stu
Dr. Frank Borelli- Dean of Student
Affairs and Services

dent Senate, disclosed that her goal is
to support and

p romote

quality

in

education and social programs to help

mediating to resolve differences in the

meet the needs of students. Her objec

Senate. He told the senators to live up

tives include: anticipating changes in

to expectations and p romised to pro

the institution's environment, which of-

vide them with necessary continuity.

fers chances to enhance future needs;
recognize major forces and trends;

and, interpret them in terms of op
po�·unit•c for growth and p rogress. ' I
will use unbiased judgment and im
partiality to achieve the best benefits

which will serve student needs and the
institution 's goals ," Macevicio us con
cluded.
In

another

development.

Said's

speech entitled , "GSU Student Senate
Body - A New Ballgame." reflected
his experiences and the importance of
the Woodstock leadership workshop
attended by both the old and new
senators from Oct. 30-31. "Apart from
fostering
Senate

cooperation

and

the

between

student

the

body,

the

leadership workshop p rovided us with
decision-making
means of
Said.

The

solving,"

workshop

Dascenzo,
tivities;

techniq u e s

problem
Director

Mau reen

was

of

and
noted

led

by

Student

Brennan ,

Ac

Student

Development counselor; and B u rt Col
lins,

Associate

Dean

of

Student

Development and guest SJ)eaker.

CO-OP EDUCATION OFFERS WAGESANDCREDIT
By Janet Rohdenburg

Co-operative Education can p rovide

p rovide

an answer to how to earn wages while
earning academic credit.
umbrella term used by many different

any

Coordinator of Co-operative Education

Donaldson

employers so that each contributes to
the student's best interest and to his or

Administration (CBPA) d u ring a recent

her employability. "Work periods and

that

school attendance may be on alternate

"This dictates that in order to com

half day, full days, weeks , or at other

municate effectively all the people in

times," he suggested.

volved in Co-op Education, one must

Recently

first be aware of the fact that there are

plementary

many programs that use the term "Co

C B PA

received

Funds

Award

a

from

Sup
the

Department of Education to strengthen

op-Ed," but not all of these are truly

its

Co-op Education but include field ex

c o-op

Ed u c a t i o n

p rog ram.

Donaldson stated that h e would like to

periences, internship practicums, or

see the program expanded, although

clinical experiences.
oriented in a t raditional sense , it does

field,"

must be supervised by GSU and its

in the College of Business and Public

"Although GSU is not vocationally

occupational

further explained. He said that this

things," said Dr. Robert Donaldson ,

asserts

experience

tion at GSU is alternated with a job in

programs to accomplish many different

Donaldson

vocational

sity with employers in which instruc

"Co-op Education has become an

interview.

a

through the cooperation of the univer

there has been a decline in the amount
Or. Bob Donaldson,

of people enrolled in Co-op Education

Co-op Education Co-ordinator

generally in C BPA. He attributes this to

a de-emphasis on the p rogram from
the academic wings which he thinks is
a

mistake.

generated

"This

more

p rogram

crEldit

has

hou rs

than

some of the programs of the other pro
fessions within the university, but we
don't have a spokesman or voice that
the

administration

will

hear,"

he

lamented. Dr. Donaldson f u rther stated
that

"None

of

the

p resel"t

Co-op

Education Coordinators is tenu red. In
CBPA, the Co-op Education p rogram
has the support of the Dean, and that
internships must be made through the
program. In addition, C B P A has two
cou rses

for

State

Certification

of

Teachers in Co-op Education."
With the

emphasis

now

on

self

sufficiency by the Reagan Administra
tion, the CBPA has been receiving
more requests from businesses for
Continued on page 6
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COUNSELORS CORNER

THE INNOVATOR CREDO
Grant us the wisdom that we may learn to use our knowledge for a worthy
purpose. Editorials, comments, cartoons and captions represent the opinion
of the editorial board of T H E INNOVATOR and do not necessarily represent

the opinion of student representatives, the student body in general, adviser,
faculty or administration of Governors State University. Signed editorials are

opinions of their authors. The I N NOVATOR recognizes fairness, therefore,
welcomes rebuttals, comments or criticism.

Surviving Tests
Well, it's that time in the trimester

on the most difficult q uestions.

and get ready for tests. T ESTS. Just

7.

mentioning this four letter word illicits

Read them again.
8. Note the points rationed to each
question or group of questions and
budget your time accordingly.

Learning Assistance staff would like to

9. R ead each question caref u lly.

offer some helpful hints on how to sur

10. Write legibly. If your answer can

vive your upcoming tests.

not be read easily, it cannot be grad

Make

sure
you

you

will

know

be

tested

what

ed accurately. (A messy or illegible

on.

paper doesn't put the scorer in the

Check the course syllab us and ask

best of mood, either.)

the instructor if you are at all un

11. Don't j udge your time by the

sure.

amount of time others spend on the

2. Find out what kind of test it will

test. Try to concentrate only on the

be, i.e., multiple choice, fill-in-the

test and your answers.

true-false,

short

answer,

end of the exc

etc. You will probably prepare for a

well rewarded for the time spent in

'!"":.�"""

re-reading your answers.
13. If you find yourself "blanking

test

out" as you sit with the test in front
of you, take a minute or two to close

4.

Try to do

something relaxing

Students encompass a large sector

We

something

from the test, and hopefully, you will

physical like taking a walk, jogging,

have broken the anxiety cycle which

s uggest

doing

prefer doing something restful. Sit
quietly

yet

their

voices

are

rarely

heard.

Students have the potential power to
change what they believe is wrong, yet
they never do. What's the problem
here?
Of course, we are talking about the

visible, yet potent, manifestation of
students' political attitudes.
What about the recent elimination of
the picture id's, the removal of the tv in
the Library lounge where students
used to watch the 5:30 p.m. world
news, and the fact that we do not have
a resident nurse on campus?

long held belief of student apathy.
Students complain about unjust ac
tions, but they never respond to them.
The

INNOVATOR

stu dents

tend

also
to

feels

be

that

apathetic.

with

your

eyes

closed,

agine

on test-taking and

a

peaceful

scene

in

your

However, unlike traditional thinkers in
this country, we feel that students are
capable of organizing.
Past examples are all too common to
remind

our

policy

makers

of

an

apathetic student body. Politics today
is being debased by the polls. Our con
cern is with the ultimate irrelevance of
polls to the political function. It does
_not

matter

how

"ac c u rate "

or

"reliable" polls are within their own
range. Their range simply does not en
compass the whole boundless activity
and possibilities of politics.
Participation in decision-making pro
cesses vitally affecting students' lives
was a primary objective of student ac
tivists in the 1960's. Self-determination
has become the theme of the student
movement, as it was with the civil
rights movement of the early sixties.
Students' behavior patterns illuminate
current attitudes of youth and raise
provocative

q uestions

abo u t

our

future. Voting, for example, is a less

not

consist

study skills are

available from the Center for Learning

5. It doesn't hurt to get to the exam

Assistance located in F wing·(near the

room ahead of time. Relax for a few

YM CA) on the balcony. The CLA staff is

minutes before taking the test.

also available to give you individ ual

6. Skim the test first. This allows you

assistance with test and I or research

to note the subjects covered and

paper preparation.

Season's Greetings

rnany. After all, our state legislature
do

caused the "blank out. "
These helpful hints are not meant to
be a comprehensive recipe for becom
in g a successful test-taker. Hand-outs

We cannot depend on a few respon

Congress

away

breathe slowly and evenly, and im

sible students to relay the wishes of
and

and out. Count to 20. You wnn't real
ly be taking that much

mind.
of the general population here at GSU.

your eyes, breathe de�ply and
count each breath as you breathe in

before the test to release tension.

playing racquetball, etc. Or you may

EDITORIAL
Students Can Make A Difference-.

You'll be

multiple choice test in a different

few extra hours for insurance.

. �-

Priod

manner than you would for an essay

you will need to study, then add on a

"Jot!-'� --

12. Don't worry about staying to the

essay, a combination, open book,

3. Be realistic about how much time

\. -- ..

..

Develop

ment counselors and the Center for

blanks,

-1-1. ,

the directions carefully.

feelings of anxiety and discomfort in

1.

�

Read

most people. The Student

material

-...,.

puts your unconscious mind to work

the pressure is on to complete papers

from all of us at the innovator

of

students. They are made up of policy
makers who respond to the strongest
voices, not necessarily the majority.
The inherent problem in this type of
representation is that strong minorities
can dominate, while weak majorities
suffer. Students are one of the weak
majorities. Students have the number

�EIN
�CI<�
MTN

'81 CPS

NtWS
NEA

to constitute a powerful interest here
on campus and in this community. The
INNOVATOR strongly believes that the
Student Government has power and in
fluence and should use it to our ad
vantage. It's essential, however, that
we

get

involved

and

make

our

demands known.
We

feel

that

the

best

way

for

students to change a policy or law that
they dislike is to make their feelings
heard. The issue or issues need not be
of

overwhelming

importance.

Any

issue that students take up will send a
warning to policy makers of our poten
tial power. As a result, policy makers
may soon learn that students are a
force to be reckoned with.
Eddy Abakporo, Editor

Letters to the Editor
REAGONOMICS IS A PAIN
In the near future more and more

"bad things run down-hill." So you
see, the primary move was made at the
time

of

the

election

and

now

the

students will begin to feel the impact of

results are beginning to filter down on

last November's presidential election.

the general college population.

Many of you will respond to this with,
"why, I never knew of such a policy" or
"when was this regulation passed?" I

feel that these q uestions and many
others similar in scope were answered
last November when Ronald Reagan

was

dent.

overwhelmingly

elected

presi

All throughou t Reagan's campaign
he emphasized major cuts in social
programs. Presumably, higher educa
tion was included in those social pro
grams to be cut. With that, what we are
now seeing is what could be called the
"trickle down" effect. In other words,

Critics may attack this notion by say
ing they didn't vote for Reagan last
November.

It

seems

education may not become outwardly
visible for another 12 to 24 months.
Nonetheless, the preliminary effects of
financial cuts are beginning to appear
in the form of more red tape in attemp
ting to acquire a college education.
By a frustrated and concerned student.

apparent,

however, that someone voted in his
behalf since he did pull an estimated 57
percent of the votes. The electoral col
lege also indicated a moderate win for
Reagan.
In summary, the "eagle" (Ronald
Reagan) has landed, and now the time
has come when we as college students
must

deal with the outcomes of
"Reaganomics" as it pertains to fun

ding for higher education. It is believed
that the overall impact of cuts in higher

WE NEED REPRESENTATION
Have you as a student thought about
the liberal education policy? Thirty
nine hours of liberal education is not a

ridiculous amount of hours. What the
real issue comes down to, who is going
to make the decisions on what con
stitutes a liberal education class. When
·
1 read the policy the thing I noticed was

that the students do not have anyone
representing them on the Curriculum
Development Committee. As students

we must also be aware that there is no
formal way to appeal a nonrecognized
liberal education class. So, I think as
students we should be represented on

the curriculum development commit
tee. I also think it is imperative that the
university make a formal committee to

allow appeals on what constitutes a
education class. This issue

liberal

does not effect you and I personally
but it will effect our fellow students in
the future.

By Stephen Bluth
( B PA Student Senate Representa tive)

I
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L I BR A :

and display your natural charm. Others

21

to

April

Be cooperative

are impressed with your abilities so

with partner to support their career and

join into groop and community ac

improve

tivities.

your

own

image.

Resist

talents.
TAURUS: (April 20 to May 20)-The

law, the embodiment of justice. The
system of justice is a huge and com
plex machine. Delicately balanced by
c o u nter weights e q u ip p ed with

legislation by way of court decisions

elaborate filters and safety valves, it is
designed to sort the g uilty from the in

fused to allow a reduction of outpatient

restore

nocent,

rights,

redress

wrongs. In short, to do justice. It is a
wonderous invention when it works,
but frequently it does not work.
The litigation explosion in the U.S.
has not just created overloaded courts
and endless delays. It means more
power for those who preside over the
sentencing of criminals - the judges.
Stories of j udicial arrogance are com
monplace, and the bench is obviously
the worst possible place to encounter
such arrogance.
The emergence of crime and its
treatment as one of the most visible
and salient issues in American politics
has been thrust to the center stage.
Several

u nchallenged

assumptions

underlie the elevation of crime as a ma
jor political issue. Critics assume that

something must be done. Have the

courts failed? The q uestion cannot be
anwered unless we specify what they
have failed to do. Some critics argue
that they fail to protect society. Others
criticize the courts for failing to
ameliorate

the

injustice

and

ine
qualities in the society with respect to
the status quo of the poor.
There exists within the American

judicial system an ongoing dilemma of
which everyone should be aware of. It

centers around the enormous respon
sibility the courts have been given to
protect fundamental human rights, as
manifest in the Bill of Rights, and the
fact that the judges within the judicial
system interpret the laws by applying
their own personal values.
James

Madison

established

the

court's responsibility when he propos
ed the Bill of Rights, saying, "indepen

dent tribunals of justice will consider
themselves in a peculiar manner the
guardian of those rights; they will be an
impenetrable

bulwark

against

every

assumption of power in the legislative
or executive." I wonder what Madison

finances can be one of the benefits.

to stay away from argument or conflict

Important and influential people are

tendency

around you and can assist in your

toward impulsive decisions. Draw on

others.

Resist

any

goals. Show your talents with con

past experience !o reach conclusions.

fidence!

Consult experts if necessary.
GEMINI: ( May 21 to June 20)-The
hectic pace does not upset you, and

activism fail to realize that if they are
given the opportunity to promote social

you're able to take on more respon
sibility with comfort.

Accent

is

on

career so go out of your way to be

(such as in Tennessee, the court re

helpful to others and be understanding
of their personal problems which affect

visits to meet federally imposed spen
ding cuts or in Massachusetts, where
their state supreme court required

their work.
CANCER: (June 21 to July 22)-You

r.an handle the many complex ar.'"'
Boston to keep their school system diverse situations which occur if you
open after they had run out of money), remain calm and cool. Arrange time out

then there will be conservatives on the to get away from it all and enjoy
other side trying to usurp judicial yourself at places of amusement or
power to attain their goals.
pleasure.
Strengthen relationships
One such legislator trying to remove with family.
power from the federal judiciary is Sen.
LEO: (July 23 to Aug. 22)-This is a
Jesse Helms, who has managed to good time to begin home projects of

successf ully get a Senate subcom repair and remodeling. Make sure pro
mittee to declare "life begins at con perty of all kinds is kept in good condi
ception. " If he were to get this piece of tion to retain its value. Use your

legislation all the way through the outstanding, creative, original ideas to
legislative process, it would overrule a produce very satisfying results.

1973 Supreme Court decision which

held all existing anti-abortion laws to

VIRGO: (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)-Catch
up on letter writing, reports and com

be unconstitutional. Another proposal munications of all kinds that may have
Helms is promoting would remove the accum ulated.
A domestic matter
right for the Supreme Court to hear should be handled immediately. Don't
cases pertaining to prayers in public p r o c r a s t i n a t e !
Be especially
schools. If Helms were to s ucceed, it cooperative with close relatives.
would open the door for Congress to
legislate on freedom of speech and
other constitutional laws.
Judges, on the other hand, if they
are

to

maintain

the

responsibility

placed on them as g uardians of in
dividual rights, must refrain from injec
ting conscience, which can only be
subjective,
tions,

and

which

political

skew

considera

decision-making

considerations. To aid in maintaining
objectivity, some kind of check on

ghostly encounters
Continued from page

4

famous stomping ground of Resurrec
tion Mary. First, I'd like to share my
amusing experience at Maple Lake. As
this site has been adopted as a local
"parking and make out" spot, several
cars with extremely fogged up win
dows can be seen along the look-out

ing the values in line with the inten

place on a Saturday night, there were a

tions of the framers of the constitution

number of "kissing couples" parked

is essential.

by Maple Lake. Well, our bus pulled up

in

avoiding

these

kinds

of

in back of those lovebirds and almost
as if it were a reflex action, lights went

biased considerations. However, con

on in those cars and soon they began

sistency demands a j udicial system

to pull out and leave for sites unknown.

which operates under uniform legisla

That's one Saturday night those folks

tion. Knowing the effective power of

will never forget.

lobbying groups in Congress, and the

No Chicago Ghost Tour would be

often disastrous legislation resulting

complete

from their selfishly-narrow views, has

Resurrection Cemetery, the home of

led j udicial reformers to suggest alter

the

city's

without
most

an

excursion

celebrated

to

spirit,

would say now if he could observe the
impeachment threats, court packing

natives which could be implemented

Resurrection Mary. f.he has even been

and thE! c urtailing of jurisdiction by
legislative and executive actions? Do

as

the s ubject of ABC TV's, "That's In

judicial tenure could be limited, federal

credible, "

the checks and balances apply to court
decisions? Although I don't like the
idea of our f undamental human rights
being open to debate, allowing judges
to

unquestionable, final
also contains inherent

determine

decisions

weaknesses.

One j udge, when asked, "what he
would do "f confronted with a conflict

between his conscience and the clear
letter of the law, unflinchingly replied

a

possible

check

and

balance:

recently.

Since

the

(Nov.

22

to

late

judge's decisions could be reviewed

1930's,

by a "Court of the Union" consisting of

home to the cemetery by a number of

Mary has been given rides

the chief justi<:es of the fifty states or

different men. She has been described

could finally come to you now. Accept
criticism and competition calmly but in
a straightforward manner. Be willing to
explain your position - be objective
and let go of personal ego involve
ment.
CAPRI CORN:

(Dec.

22

to

Jan.

19)- Business and pleasure mix very
well

for

you

now

and

your

self

confidence is high. A secure home
base is necessary for your best career
performance,

and

harmony

there

should be established by now. Move
steadily toward your goals.
AQUARIUS: (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)-ln
your

dealings

with

associates.

ex

amine your feelings carefully and then
express them , in a direct, clear-cut
way. Leave no room for wrong impres
sions. Involve yourself in group ac
tivities of a civic or community nature.
PISCES: (Feb. 19 to March 20)-Good
time

to

combine

b u siness

with

pleasure if you can sched ule it. Your
charm and persuasive powers are at a
peak and career matters that have
seemed blocked can move forward
now with success. Romance is dynam
ic, too!

Pat Homa of the J ustice Police Depart
ment. Two bars on the left side of the
cemetery gate were found bent apart
and the image of hand prints had been
squeezed into the metal. The bars had
also been severely scorched. After two
weeks of investigation by Homa , he
concluded that nothing in an earthly
form could have damaged those bars in
such a manner.
In spite of everything, the spirit of
Resurrection Mary is destined to live
on in Chicago until Hell freezes over. I
mean after all, when a song is made
about a ghost, in th1s case "The Ballad
of Resurrection Mary," by Guy Gilbert,
that can only be found on the jukebox
at Ch.et's Melody Lounge right across
the street from the cemetery , that spirit
is never going to die.
Having appeared on nation'�l televi
sion as well as on local rac•o talk
shows, Eddie Schwartz's program m
particular, Crowe has achieved quit11 a
degree of notoriety. If you would like
to share a super natural tale of your
own or just obtain tour information,

Congress would overturn r ulings, but

as tall, blonde, blue eyed, very attrac

write to Crowe at P.O. Box 29054, Chi

only by a two-thirds vote.

tive and donning a white dress. Even

cago, IL 60629.
"After seeing two cars suddenly
3achelor 's Grove
disappear near
Cemetery about three years ago, I was
permanently hooked on ghosts. I
.
became a firm believer after those m

Whether a "judge" is making deci

though her number came up nearly fif

sions at the federal level or the ad·

ty years ago, that hasn't p ulled the

ministrative level. it is imperative that
those decisions be open to a system of

ing a good time. I suppose that's much

plug on her attending dances and hav

checks and balances. Judges are only

preferable to being stoned away in a

human and absolute power corrupts

casket

absolutely!

ground.

b uried

six

feet

30o/o

under

the

cidents, " Crowe concluded.

OFF

EXP. 12-31-81

WE'RE
REALLY
INTO
STUDENTS

Dec.

In Aug ust, 1976, physical evidence of

point of the lake. Since the tour took

The Supreme Court has an excellent

SAGITTARIUS:

21)-Something you have longed for

Resurrection Mary was discovered by

legal interpretations is needed; keep

record

SCORPIO: (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)-AII
the hard work in the past could pay off
handsomely now! An increase in

accent is on personal objective so try
with

that he would abide by the former."
These liberal promoters of j udicial

Oct.

"come to a head" now. Deal with them

( March

tendency to moodiness and show your

are a secular priesthood, oracles of the

to

19)-Situations from the past could
calmly and tactfully.

By trappings and tradition, judges

23

that has seemed
blocked or delayed should move for
ward now in high gear. Get out socially

A R I E S:

Checking Judicial Power

(Sept.

22)-Something

ALL SERVICES
WIT H T H IS COUPON

748-3314

L YTTONS PARK FOREST

STUNKEL - A FAMILIAR NAME
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HUNTING. FOR GHOSTLY ENCOUNTERS
B y Candy Anderson

Feeling like a female counterpart to
Kolchak,

the

Night

Stalker

(you

remember, the crazy reporter playec.
by Darren McGavin on television whc
kept chasing all sorts of ghosts and
ghouls aro•md the city every week to
service the cause of investigative jour
nalism),

I embarked upon a special

nighttime

version

of

the

Chicago

Supernatural Tour.
Truth to be told, 1 was a tad on the
frightened side. Despite the fact that 40
other

hapless

guide/ghost

souls,

hunter

including

Richard

our

Crowe,

would be with me on the Coach Travel
Unlimited tour bus, my sentiments re
mained unchanged. I kept hoping that
ghosts weren't too enthusiastic about
materializing in front of a crowd.

of permanent unconsciousness after

in a reenactment of the incident.
Nash,

falling off of one of his bar stools and

Chicago crime buff, the reason why

hitting his head on the floor. Gift was

According

to

J.

Robert

this ghost is seen is because the man

an enormously heavy Vodka consumer

who was shot in that alleyway might

and even after his death, untold quan

not have been the real Dillinger. In his

tities of this liquor mysteriously disap

book, Dillinger: Dead or Alive, Nash

pear from bottles. Ashtrays falling off

states that a double or look-alike was

the bar,

glasses

taking

flight

from

substituted for Dillinger by his crooked

shelves, bottles floating through the air

lawyers and corrupt local politicians.

and the legs of a cast iron lion being

His rather convincing argument points

bent and twisted out of shape are just a

out that the man in the alleyway had

few of the practical jokes that Gift in

brown eyes while Dillinger had blue

stigates in his ghostly form.

eyes; the double flad bodily scars that

I actually became brave enough and

were known not to have been on Dill

occupied the booth over the exact spot

inger; and, the man who was identified

where Gift cashed in his chips. At first,

and

tingling sensations fluttered through

buried

as

Dillinger

had

been

plagued with a rheumatic heart while

my head when I sat down in the dark

Dillinger had the body of an athlete and

red

upholstered

booth.

Maybe

he

didn't like my grey, tweed newspaper
hat and he was forewarning me that if I
left it on any longer he would come
around again and take it away from me.
In the meantime, my eyes glanced up
at a small chandelier right above me
and I expected it to come crashing
down at any moment.

Luckily,

Gift

wasn't feeling overly malicious that
evening and spared me any physical
harm.
Another item of interest was the
totem pole on Lake Shore Drive and
Addison. Pictures taken of this wooden
carving illustrate that a certain little
figure of a man holding a spear has
moved over the years up and down the
pole. Indian legends of these totem
poles

have

it

that

the

spiritus

represented on these carvings actually

baby in Hull House.
Getting out of the bus to catch a
closer look at this building, white lights
shone

what the weapon-totin!; little man has
been

doing.

Let's

just

hope

he's

careful about where he aims his spear.
Contrary to popular belief, the origin
B O O!

Photo by Buzz H u m e

Our premier whistle stop was the

was i n perfect physical condition. So, it

seemingly

ominous

and gazed inside a window just to the
right of the entrance. Somehow I was
anticipating catching a glimpse of Ad
dams' ghost floating up one of the
staircases or

lurking

in

the

parlor

shadows.
The tour continued with stops at
Kaiser Hall (where the Devil himself
was said to have come to one of the
dances there and after dancing with a
young lady both of them disappearec
in a cloud of smoke. This took place
prior to World War I and witnesses to
that bizarre occurence are still alive to
day telling about it.); Our Lady of Good
Counsel Knights of Columbus Hall at
33rd and Paulina (where for years a
fireman's glove wc1.s seen stuck to the
cross on the roof of that building. The
local

tale

Methodist

explaining
minister

it

hills

who

of

a

ordered

repairs to be done and have the cross
removed. But the wrath of God came
down in the form of a lightning bolt as a
fireman tried to pry the cross loose.
The man was unhurt but his glove was
singed to the cross as a reminder to
others who might try to take it down in
the future.); and, the Irish Castle on
103rd

and

Longwood

Drive

(that is

haunted by a young girl w tl"t an Irish
brogue and an older gentleman) that
now serves as the Beverly Unitarian
Church.

inhabit the pole and are able to come to
life and walk around. Evidently that is

against

facades. I approached the front door

The

Hungry

Fence

at

Mt.

Olive,

Cemetery, 2755 W. 111th St., has taken
credit for an increasing number of auto
wrecks during the past 18 months. Vic
tims adhere to being overcome by a
sudden compulsion that forces them to

of "Rosemary's Baby" did not come

crash into the fence.

out of New York, but right here in
Chicago at Jane Addams' Hull House.

At 115th and Cicero the phantom of
St. Casimir's Lithuanian Cemetery has
been sighted occasionally. Apparently,

Lincoln

is believed that this ghost keeps com

This historic settlement house, built in

Avenue to check out the site where

ing back to set the record straight. The

1889 on Halsted Street near Taylor, is

a cadaverous type man dressed in dark

John Dillinger, former public enemy

rest is anybody's guess.

supposedly where a young Italian girl

clothing and wearing a look of terror on

Biograph

Theatre on

North

numero uno, was gunned down by

Our second port of call was the Edin

gave birth to a child with horns and

federal agents in 1934 after seeing

burgh Castle Inn, a Scottish restaurant

hoofs, the Devil's baby. Former Herald

"Manhattan

and bar located on the 5900 block of

Examiner reporter (a publication equal

North Broadway.

in

Melodrama"

at

the

Biograph. As a result of that shooting,
a shadowy figure has been seen run

The restaurant is haunted by the

disreputability

Enquirer)

to

the

N a t ional

Ben Hecht uncovered the

the

poltergeist ghost of Frank Gift, former

story back in the Gay 90's. Addams was

alleyway two doors south of the theatre

owner of the Inn who went into a state

said to have hidden the girl and her

ning,

tripping

and

falling

in

his face, that features pulled back lips
and exposed teeth, jumps out in front
of

cars at night

For me, this tour had two highlights:
Continued on p11ge

How the nude human figure has
been represented through the cen
turies

by

such

master

Renoir,

artists

as

M i c h e l a n g e l o,

Weston and others will be the subject
of the Art

History Seminar for the

Winter Trimester at Governors State
University.
Dr. Arthur Bourgeois, university pro
fessor of art history, will present the
various approaches to male and female
figures as revealed through paintings,
sculptures and photography. To be
considered are such elements as pose
and

gesture,

emphasis

and

de

emphasis of body parts, systems of
proportion, setting, psychological at
titude, media and techniques used,
relationship to similar works, use and
presentation format as well as the
norm of what is considered desirable,
moral and suitable.
In

addition

to

lectures,

Kenneth

Clark's The N ude, A Study In Ideal
Form and Margaret Walter's The N ude

Male will be the basis for class discus
sion. As a final examination, students
have the option of writing a summary
essay. Offered for 2.0 or 3.0 units of
credit, this course is open to all Univer
sity students. Class will meet Wednes
day evenings, January 13 to April 21,
7:30 to 9:20 P.M. For further details con
"Rape of the Sabine" by G iovanni da
Bologna dating from 1583.

frightens un

the Maple Lake ghost light and the in

Art History Course to Focus on Human Nature

Rubens,

and

suspecting motorists.

sult Dr. Bourgeois at 534-5000 Ex. 2309
or call 534-0847.
"Adam and Eve" by Albrecht D urer, dating from 1504.
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Vets Club -Donates
to Public Safety Dept.

momoo

Future of Public Broadcasting
theme of Media Symposium
By Mary Bulliner

M E M B E RS OF T H E VETS C L U B P R E S E N T I N G A BAC K B O A R D TO T H E G S U
D E PT. O F P U B L I C SAF ETY. T H E M E M B E R S A R E F L A N K E D B Y ASSISTANT
C H I E F O RA W L E C (left) AND P O L I C E C H I E F DR. N O R M A N LOVE (right).
Photo by Buzz H u m e

WANTED

BLOOD DRIVE
The South Cook Blood Center, which
supplies blood for 22 hospitals in 8 Nor
thern Illinois counties will be holding a
blood

drive

at

GSU

on

Tuesday,

December 1. 1981, from 1 to 5 p.m. in
Engbretson Hall.
Everyone
blood

who donates a pint

receives

extended

of

family

coverage indefinitely. In addition, the
center has a reciprocal agreement with
out-of-state hospitals to replace any
blood required by the center's donors
or donors' family members.

Frank Mankiewicz, president, N ational Public R adio.

With

challenges

broadcasting

aimed

from

at

public

several

major

fronts, GSU has gone straight to the
source to get answers about the future
of this oft praised, oft criticized ex
penditure of public money. The future
of

public

broadcasting

.and

how

technology will affect its uses in the

Frank

development;

Frank F. Mankiewicz, president of
National Public Radio, delivered the
keynote address at the opening ses
sion of the 1981 Media Symposium.
Mankiewicz came into the public eye
during the 1960s as press secretary for
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy and again in
1972

when

he

directed

George

McGovern's unsuccessful presidential
campaign. During this period, he also
wrote a Washington-based syndicated
column

with

Tom

Braden

and

co

anchored a nightly news broadcast
with the columnist on a network station
in Washington, D.C. He also has been
a commentator for the British Broad
casting Corp., Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. and several

European broad

casting systems.
Author of four books, the most re
cent one, Remote Control: Television
and the Manipulation of American life,
is closely related to the subject of the
1981 Media Symposium.
Other presenters at the two-day con
ference

included:

three

executives

from WTTW-TV, Channel 5 in Chicago:

vice

president

Anders

for

Yokum,

vice

president for programming; and Kevin
public

radio

in

Chicago,

will

Additional

presenters

were

Ekdom, assistant professor,

LOST: 2 small gold charms. A set of
dice and a small heart with a diamond
clip. If found, please contact the IN
NOVATOR office at 2260.

Ed

television,
tgomery,

Champaign;
president,

John

Central

Mon
Educa

tional Network, Chicago; Kathy Laack,
assistant

manager

of

WNIU

radio,

DeKalb; Dr. Willard Rowland, associate
professor,

Institute

for

Communica

tions Research, University of Illinois;
and John Wicklein, associate director
of news and public affairs programm
ing,

Corporation

for

Public

Broad

casting.
The Media

Symposium was coor

dinated by Dr. Melvyn Muchnik, chair
man of the Division of Media Com
munications, and Dr. Linda Steiner.
university

professor

of

journalism.

Marian Marzynski. university professor
of

media communications

and

pro

ducer of the documentary, "Return to
Poland," was a panelist on Saturday.
The symposium was sponsored by
the Division of Media Communications
and the Office of Special Programs.

who register in advance have priority

FOLLETTS
GSU BOOKSTORE
December 7th Jo 12th

desired courses.
New students seeking to enroll il'l

GSU on Jan. 6 or 7 to obtain their

degree programs at the junior, senior

schedules and pay tuition and fees.

or master level must submit applica

Students who did not participate in ad

tions and

vance registration may register and

Monday, December 7. Students who

credentials no later than

pay fees on Jan. 7. Classes will begin

are not seeking admission to a degree

on Monday, Jan. 11, and end on April

program, or who are unable to meet
the deadline, may enroll as students

under normal circumstances students

H. Reyes, Ext. 2294 before December
1,1981.

Douglass, manager, WIL L radio and

advance registration must return to

that

research techniques. Apply to Vinicio

Leah

and

at-large on January 7.

BA

grammar. ability to organize work in

thwastern University; Steve Goldman,
coordinator,

and

dependently and basic knowldge of

depart

over students who register later in

out

research projects. Qualifications:

ment of radio-television and film, Nor
research

events

degree, good writing skills, excellent

manager, and Laverne Johnson, coor

selection of and enrollment in their

University officials point

cover

dinator of development.

16 and will continue till Dec. 16.

24.

call Extension 2413 or 2158.

layouts.

meetings; also assist staff with various

be

winter trimester has begun since Nov.
Students who have participated in

ing donors. To make an appointment,

E d i t o r,

ter. Will write. edit and proof copy,
prepare

represented by Carol Nolan, general

Advance Registration Begins
Advance registration for the 1982

will assume responsibility for schedul

n e e d e d:

Wilder, director of technology. W B EZ,

upcoming years was the topic of a sym
posium held here from Nov. 21-22.

The Office of Student Development

Nesbitt,

Student

Billguai/ Bicult ral Education Newslet

F-155
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Act ivi ties

G S U mor

Gallery, Studio to
be Remodeled
By Rita M . G rabowski

The In finity Gal lery and p hotography
studio in

the

Col lege

of

Arts

and

Sciences wi l l soon undergo a major
remodeling

change,

University

Paul

Schranz .

Photography

Professor.

reports.
According to Schranz, remodeling of
the Gallery, which was recommended
since 1979 by the late Dean A lphonso
Sherman, acting Dean Clara Anthony
and current Dean Reino Hakala. wil l
begin a s soon a s t h e first floor renova
tions

of

the

Social

Sciences

and

Humanities Division offices are com
pleted. University Building and Plant
Operations wil l handle its reconstruc
tion. Schranz expects the work to be
completed by December of this year.
The new facilities . l ocated on the se
cond floor B Building wi l l be a perma
nent structure. The planned dimen
sions for the Gallery are 30 feet wide by
35 feet long and the studio 17 feet wide
by 35 feet l ong. This wil l double the ex
isting area. Larger offices for some of
the CAS faculty wil l also be built.
Major remodeling expenses wi l l be
funded by the University at a cost of
$12,000, Dr. Melvyn Freed . University
Vice- President,

stated

during

a

telephone interview. An additional $400
will

c ome

from

P hotographers
plete

the

the

Infinity

Association

interior

to

make-up

com

of

tha

gallery walls. This money wil l be raised
through its sponsored print and equip
ment auctions.
Seven

years

ago

Schranz

and

several students formed an advisory
board in order to have student input in
to the p hotography program. This stu
dent group became known as the In
finity Photographers Club. (In 1980 its
name

was

c h anged

to

INNOVATOR

l f inity

Photographers Association.)

••••••• •••• •••
quisition section" of the Library. Since
social ph otographic openings in the
middle of the Library posed some ob
vious problems, a new space had to be
found , he said.
Since its earlier days, Schranz said
that

the

Infinity

P h ot o g r a p h e r s

Association has become "more struc
tured and organized."
"It is one of the most active groups
on Campus," he empha.>ized. "This
year's membership drive is sti l l in pro
gress and an accurate count is not
known.

However,

last

year's

paid

members totaled sixty-five
Sc hranz

attributes

the

current

renovation of the Ga l lery and adjoining
areas to

the

efforts

Ph otographers

of

the

Infinity

Association.

"They

The big furry

fellow is l ooking right at the camera ,
with the caption reading, "I'm so far
behind I think ' l'm first." Maybe he's a
GSU student?
Four

o ' c l oc k

Deadline

Day.

on

The

W ednesday ,
staff

is

going

zonkers. Methinks Candy's article on
ghost hunting has brought a few in
here. Everyone is dropping things, my
pictures are vani:;hing ( " But I know I
printed that ! " ) , and we are desperately
hoping that the gofer from the printing
company wi l l be very late.

"You don't need to. You can get
along with just a little water and a nice
breeze. You don't have to take tests or
write papers or wear togas in front of
TV cameras... "
"You did that again? You're going to
get a reputation if you keep that up. "
"Oh, I don't know. Nobody's invited
me to a toga party yet. I'm afraid my
reputation is safe. Enough of that. How
do you like living at the I N NOVATO R?"
"You turning this into an interview?
Aren't you supposed to whip out your
tape recorder and l ook very intel ligent
and understanding? "
"Not 'special ly. This i s very informal.

tion Pill, I gaze around the office in

I'd just like to know your viewpoint. I

board that pressured

Dean

search of a victim to write about....

Division

Muchnik

Chair,

Mel

Haka la,
and

"Hey

-

over

here ! "

Oh,

myself to act on its renovation . " he ad

don't be the Great Pumpkin !

mitted.

enough of him last time.

By enlarging the facilities Schranz

mean,

p lease
I had

you've been

here

for

three

weeks now, and this is the first time
you've

spoken up.

You

must

have

some ideas."

"No - Me ! You look like you need

"Wel l , my favorite day is Friday when

with a studio more adaptab le to com

some help. And you could probab ly you guys do Pasteup. It's real ly neat to
use some words for that si !ly column, see a l l four bf you running around like

mercial

too."

said that it wil l provide the students
and

industrial

photography ,

"The Gal lery, when completed , " he
says,

"wi l l

be

ph otographic

one

of

the

exhibition

and let's have a chat. Care for a drink of

major

areas

in

"No thanks. Candy just about inun are very sophisticated puns - plays on
dated me yesterday. She must think words. See, we have to do that in order

will keep pace with Columbia and the
Art Institute.

I'm a lush or something. Now that guy to keep our writing ski lls down to a fine
next to me - he's a lus h ! Never saw

"Since 1976 the Gallery has received
photographers such as Manuel Cari l l o ,
Morely

Baer,

edge so that we can keep turning out a

anything drink that muc h ! By the way, quality newspaper. It's like keeping in
my name is ' Dractri'. At least that's shape physica l ly. t:very issue is like

national aclaim. International ly known
Weston.

jokes... "
"We don't tel l 'dirty jokes'. T h ose

water?"

Chicago , not to mention the largest. It

Brett

crazy, cutting a l l those articles up and

"Ah, hello, plant. Nice of you to complaining about how the printer
volunteer. C'mon up here on the desk messed up again and tel ling dirty

which is a growing area in the program.

what my fronds cal l me. Oops! I mean being in the Olympics. ''
"Boy, am I glad I'm on this table. It's

Aaron

friends! See how you're affecting me?

Sisking and Edna Bul l ock . to mention

But that's ok. It's important for even a

just a few. have exhibited here. "

plant to have a sense of humor. And

He reiterated that a larger gallery is

getting mighty deep in here... "
"We l l , Dractri, I'm afraid our time is
up. I'm out of paper and time and the

why do you look so glum?"

neede to hold not only the exhibits of
internationa l ly known p hotographers

"I guess it's the time of year for that

but Graduate students' as wel l . as it

kind of thing. I hate to be out of style.

has become a show place for the

People are like that, you know. I think

other typewriter is out of ribbons and
the guy from the printer's here and ... ' '
"And excuses make the world go

University and does much for its public

it's a matter of coping with the com round, right? Ok - I can take a hint.

relations.

bination of Murphy' .3 Laws and the
poltergeists

around

for the greater GSU com m :.. mity. giving

wears

out

them the opportunity to view the work

decades."

a

variety

of

ph otographers.

association may contact Schranz or
any of the Board members through the
Photography Department.
The 1981-82 Infinity Photographers
Association Board consists of Mark
Chartrand , Chairperson; Jeannie Ciac
cio, Secretary; Phyl lis Camplin, Social
Secretary;
Glenn

Don

Schmitz

Newsletter

Mayer,
and

Editors;

Procurement

Treasurer;

Bi l l

Rokaitis .

Rita Grabowski .

Officer ;

and

Nancy

George, Gal lery Curator.

one

after

a

of

light, and I ' l l shut up. Boy, I don't get

couple

of

any respect

here.

Just

like at the

greenhouse."

great. You got great reviews on your
·

Just put me in some medium diffused

Kind

here.

"Oh come on, man. You're doing

In

tion on Gal lery sh ows or the student

Infinity, then located in the "new ac-

tain goats often do).

Harper's Bazaar's Sex Appeal Test! I
wish I 9 0t a score like that ! "

project acted upon. It was last year's

of

hibitions. They created a gallery cal led

goat climbing on some rocks (as moun

"Two Broken Tables" article, didn't
you? And look how high you scored on

Quickly swa l l owing another Inspira

dividua ls wanting additional informa

One o f t h e Club's first priorities was
to have a place for p hotographic ex

Here in the INNOVATOR office there
hangs a poster depictiilg a mountain

were most instrumental in getting this

A new show is exhibited each month

T H E G A L L E R Y AT P R E S E N T

B y Buzz H u m e

And talking to plants is supposed to
be therapeutic?

FAC U LTY EXC H A N G E PROG RA M
Dr. Joyce S. Kennedy , Occupational
Education

Project

Coordinator .

an

nounces the Faculty Exchange Project
for Governors State University faculty
who wish to participate in the field
visitations to businesses and/or pro
fessional institutions related to their
major fields. -Through cooperative ar
rangements
tional-related

with

selected

agencies,

occupa

new

tech

niques and innovations in the field may

be observed first hand by GSU faculty
for utilization m classroom mstruct1on.
Additiona l ly, limited time for in-service
and instructional activites presented
by professionals in the field wil l be
made avai lable to participating GSU
personnel. For further information and
application, contact the Occupational
Education Project Office. extension
2589 or 2527. Applications should be
submitted by December 7, 1981.

CO- OP ED. OFFERS WA GES A ND CREDIT
C O N TINUE D F R O M PAG E 1

students to fil l their empl oyment gaps,
said Donaldson,

"and this provides

more possible Co-op Education work
sites.
"CBPA students have been p laced
on

job

sites

in

private

industry,

marketing, accounting and in state and
federal agencies. In most cases the
agencies requesting students pay their
wages. The Federal Government has
proven

the

best

empl oyer

since

students are paid wages comparable to
other

employees and receive addi

tional benefits during their
empl oyment.

We

have

had

term of
over

a

dozen students who have participated
in the program at G S U . and once they
have completed their

Co-op terms,

they have been converted to ful l -time
empl oyment

in

t heir

positions , "

Donaldson explained.
The

other

Education

col leges

experiences

offer

Co-op

which

can

range from work at a TV station to a
mental health agency but time must be
spent in setting up p lacer>'lent. "We try
to gather the necessary forms required
by a student (these include a resume
and a proposal by the student in which
he or she describes how the Co-op
Education experience wil l fit into a
career preparation) and have this in
formation on
periences

hand when Co-op ex
are

avai l ab l e "

said

Donaldson.
Donaldson sees many of GSU's
students as people who have been in
the work field and have returned to

school to gain theoretical knowledge,
update their present skills, or gain new
ones because they have become
disgruntled with their present jobs.
• 'GSU
is the only Board of Governors
school within the Chicago area to offer
Co-op Education," said Donaldson,

and he would like to see more students

avail themselves of the opportunities

split between general edllCation pur

offered by the program before they

pose programs and the occupational
and career development programs is
less marked than in the past. The new
rule seems to be combining theory in

graduate.
Donaldson is of the view that "Co-op
Education gives people an opportunity
to "test the waters " and experience
the field in a practical way thereby
gaining an idea of whether or not it wi l l
b e a viable career c hoice for them.''
Dr. Bob Kel ly, university professor of
personnel relations and labor manage
ment, believes that the Co-op Educa
tion is a good and worthwhile ex
perience. "The important thing is that
it breaks through barriers, " Kelly main
tains. "All we do is lay the groundwork
for the students, but the responsibility
for learning is up to the students, " he
concluded.
Dr. Donaldson emphasizes the tact

that cooperative education programs
are designed to enhance the student
both educationa l ly and financia l ly. The

school with practice in the community,
on a constantly updated basis. Most of
the programs now last one or two

trimesters, and the students has the
chance to earn up to six credits while
making a fair salary and career con
tacts.
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Scu lp ture

Page 7

long pipes r un the lengt h of the vessel

FOR LA D Y

inside.
Although over the years, Lady Day
has acquired a fair amount of graffitti ,

DA Y

during the repainting this was covered
u p. The lone exception can still be
found in the back of the tank, and this
was by preference of diSuvero himself.
It reads, " J uly 20,1976. Mark, this place
isn't bad at

huh!

all,

Avec Amour,

Kathy." I read a review of the piece in
By Mark DiSuvero

Park

which it was mentioned that Lady Day
has been much admired by artists and
alike.

lovers

There

something

is

magical abou t watching it move in the
wind. It is metal come to life.

Text and photos
by B u zz H ume

B EA M S R I S E S K Y W A R D

C OV E R OF TA N K C A R

FOR L A D Y D A Y

A s I approached t h e newly repaired
" For Lady Day," I felt an odd sense of

Composed o f steel 1-Beams and a
split tank car suspended by a series of

joy. It was odd because it seemed

cables, ' Lady Day ' is an engineering

strange to have such feelings about a

marvel. The sections of the piece are

mass of metal and cables.

joined so t h at the movement of one

But " For Lady Day" is much more

produces motion in the other. The end

It is capable of evoking

result is a symphony in movement ,

wonder from even the most casual

mass, and shape.
The lower portion of the tank car is

than

that.

observer. From the street it may not
seem impressive, but walking up to it ,

close to the ground, and one can easily

the size of the sculpture is overwhelm

walk inside. Seeing these cars driving

ing. Combined with the blackness of

down the street is one thing, but being

the metal and the ever changing con

inside gives one a much better idea of
their actual size . There is the circular

figuration

of

its

components,

sculpture is indeed a joy to behold.

the

filling port, complete with chains, and

I N SI D E T H E T A N K C A R , F O N D M E M O R I E S L I V E

Sitting inside the tank car, seeing the
campus moving back and forth, one
gets the feeling that this sculpture is
watching over us, calmly looking at the
world

unfolding as it should.

As a

trib ute to the vocalist Billie H oliday. it
somehow all seems fitting. I think she

And while I could write on and on abou t
the multitude o f physical interrelation
ships going
n, somehow these are
not the most Important things to see.
There are more subtle meanings here,
things that cannot be described by

music here, a harmony. Like the Mary

n u ts and bolts. These t hings are there
and they are important. The artist has
made a statement in material handling,

would

approve.

There is

a

certain

M 1ss

sculpture,

Rotation,"

etc. B u t somet h mg else is going on

'Lady

Day' evokes many emotions.

here, something that Mark and Kathy
knew abo u t . a feeling that one gets
when the sun is arching over the top
beam. It is something mysterious and
wonderful . To put a label on it would be

" Field

Beyond the wonder of its creation,
there lies a sense of belonging, and,
yes,

of

JOy.

It

has

a

of

sense

"rightness" about it that cannot be ex
plained. Despite all the chaos
world ,

diSuvero's

piece

m

the

radiates

a

a uiet peacefulness o u t on the prairie.
' L ady Day ' is . a complex piece of art.

to limit it; such things are impossible.
But perhaps if you walk o u t to the
sculpture. and pause, and think . you
too will discover what it means.

T H E LA D Y IN T H E S U N
U P P E R TA N K S E C T I O N B A LA N C ES A B OVE
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o
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BUSIN ESS

E-E L-655

B-OT H E R-1 71
ANALYST,

� �� �: :; �� ���:;� :��:� ���

�

SALES

ASSOC.

E X ECUTIVE

MGMT.

CON S U LT . ,

U N D E RWRITE R , S U P E RVISOR
Several positions available - See Placement
Office f¢r details - Chicago, l l .
bus

traing

h e l pfu l ,

accounting

desirable, But will train - To do payroll, ac
counts payable, insurance. computer input.
word processing - $9828-$1 3,759 - Chicago
Heights, I L .

promotions from within - Salary or comm is
sion, whichever higher - To sell from 4-6
mgr

after

1 -1 112

yrs

become asst .

( m id-tee ns),

and

manager after 5-1 0 yrs (low to mid-twenties)
- Structured training program allowing one
to move at own pace - Region covers So.
Bend , Indiana to Joliet and A u rora as well as
entire South Suburbs - Matteson, I L .

necessary, library exper helpful - M u st type
50 WPM and a desire to learn - To do circula
serials,

catalog i n g ,

filing,

typi n g .

possibly process materials. on-line search
and

AV work - W i l l

train

right

person -

Chicago, l l .
B - O T H E R - 1 74

TEACH E R ,

PROG RAM

DIRECTOR, F A M . & YOUTH D I R ECTOR
These and many other positions available
throughout Chicagola111J area. A l so , a l i sting
of positions throughout the country with
same employer Desired skills and / o r e x perience: F i nancial
truc king

operations.

inventory

control, worker participatory management.
operational

m a n ag e m e n t ,

budgetmg .

creativity - Wholesale food cooperative of
400 retail food stores seeking a Chief Ex
ecutive Officer - Dead l i n e : Nov. 30, 1 981 Ann Arbor. M I .
B-SA L E S-200

CONTR ACT

SALES

REP

TRAI N E E
2 y r s college or equiv - To s e l l service con
tracts to users of Industrial Process Con
trols and N u merical Controls - Lansin g , I L .
MA or MS in a research related field (slats.
prog eval, epidemoiogy) and 2 yrs exper
and / or

managing

information

systems and knowledge of computers and
research methodology - Part-ti me position
(20 hrs / w k ) in the research and evaluation of
mgmt info systems - Chicago. l l .

School Graduate - 5 year tra i n i n g program to
eventually help d i rect marketing and sales
arm of company - IL, WI. lA, and MN - See
details i n the Placement Office.
Part-time position for aggressive. presen
table i n d ividuals to represent energy-saving
product - Good training for future sales
positions - Flexible hours - transportation
necessary - Oak Lawn. I L .
PROG R A M M E R / A N ALYST,

E N G I N E E RI N G , A D M I N SECRETARY
Several positions ava1lable - See Placement
Office for details - All with same company Arlington Heights, l l .

service position i n

Bus. Of

'81 .
E-PL-78q A D M I N ISTRATION A N D M A N AG E
M E N T , SALES, ADVERTISING & PR DI REC
TOR
Several other positions as well as these
listed are available in the Chicagoland area 
See the Placement Office for details.
E-SEC-710 LD/ RESOU RCE T E AC H E R
Type 1 0 Certification. Master's preferred.
not necessary, - Wi l l teach Resource Room
and Study Skills, to fu nction as member of
exceptional

students

-

$1 2,000-$27,704 - McHenry. I L .
E-H E-2851 N A T U R A L SCI E N CE
and

extensive

teaching

exper,

preferable at commo . . college leve l , approp
degree - Teach Natural Science courses
beg i n n i n g Jan. 1 1 , 1 982 - Dead l i n e : Nov. 20.
1981 - Chicago, l l .
E-SP-451 SPEECH T H E R A PIST
MA req u ired , w i l l accept applications from
Dec. grads - F u l l-time speech therapist Joliet , I L .

NING

DISABILITIES,

M E NTAL RETARDA

TIO N , S P / H R PATHOLOGIST
These 4 positions available for candidates
qualified for cert. i n West Virginia - Sutto n .
E-H E-2847

I N S T R U CTOR-SPV R ,

MGMT

PROGRAM
BA or BS in Bus, Ad m i n , Mgmt. Supervision
or

related

field

plus

1

yr

exper,

2

yrs

teaching ex per desirable, but not essential 
Development. implementation. instructions
and teaching related to the Assoc Degree.
Supervisor's

Mgmt

Program

-

Dead l i n e :

Dec-. 8, 1 981 - Fenni more, W I

Ten u re-Track Position - M u sic Dept - Dept
Head - Art Dept, Asst / Assoc Prof - Physics
Dept,

Lecturer-Physics

Dept.

Lecturer

-

Physics Dept. and Dept Head - Poultry In
dustry Dept - San Luis Obispo, CA
preferred,

candidates

in

final yr of doctoral program considered - To
teach i n as many as possible of the follow
i n g : Geochem, Metamorph Petrology. X-ray
Analysis,

Optical

M i neralogy,

and

Field

Geology - Fresno, CA
E-H E-2850 CLERICAL, T E C H N ICAL, FACUL
Power

keyboard

Locksmith,

oper,

Dean-Coli

of

clerical
Ed,

Assist.

College

of

H u man Services Dept. of Communicative
Disorders. Dept of Health Science, Grad
Sch of Public Health, School of PA and U r
ban Studies, Dept of Botany, Dept of Chern 
all seeking qualified candidate - San Diego
CA
E-SP-450 SPEECH / LA N G PAT H , B E H AV!OR
DISORDERS
BUS.

E D UCATION ,

SPANISH ,

SPEECH TH E R A PIST, G E R M A N T E A C H E R
available within

the Ch1cagoland

Area.

-

Stop at the Placement Office
Half-time position to teach either Spanish o r
a language of I n d i a ( U rdu or Guj urati) - M u st
have I L L . B i l i ngual certification - Position
available i m med - Schau m bu r g . I L .
teaching

positions

Ability to follow i nstructions and able to
work under m i n i m u m supervision - flexible

visory

exper,

preferred

Concepts

Business

( R ead i n g

Educat1on

&

(Typing,

Math.

W r i t i ng ) .
Shorthand,

Acctg, etc . ) , N u rsing and Voc / Occupational
Voc/Occ offerings. where occupational ex
per may be substituted with min 5 yrs plus
trng at trade school - Dead l i n e·: Dec. 4 , 1 981 East St. Louis, I L .

E-HE-2839

N U RSING

I N S T R U CTOR

AND

PROG RAM
Master's deg ree N u rsing / teaching exper
desirable - Dead l i n e : Dec. 4 , 1 981 - East St.
Louis , I L .
E-H E -2840G S U

SECRETARY

Ill

-

yrs u n iv course work or com pleted bus sch
course or any comb of above - Dead l i ne :
Nov. 1 1 . 1 981 - G SU
E - H E - 2 8 4 1 G S U
E D I T O R 
B I L I N G U A L / BICU LTU RAL N EWSLETI E R
B A degree, Grad student w / m i n o f 6 hrs,

go�d writing skills. excellent grammar.
.
ab1ilty to organize work independently,
knowledge of research tec h n iques - 20 hrs

exper

afterschool

day

hours - To u p keep N utrition Kitchen and the
stock room - $3.35 / hr - Dead l i n e : Nov. 30,
1 981 - Joliet. I L .

eight staff, supervises staff. develops pro

PS-LOC-339 E L ECTRICAL OPE RATOR I

gram, ad ministers budget and represents

HS Grad or equiv w/ 1 yr exper in electrical

program to

community

- $ 1 2,800 - Avail

work, resident of I l l . - Operate and clean

immed - Chicago, I L .

electrical

HS-SW-579 G RO U P WORK E R I

treatment plant - Must pass written exam to

control

equipment

at

sewage

HS d i ploma or eq u i p l u s exper as a group

be ad ministrered Dec . 1 2, 1 981 (filing for ex

leader, rec leader or camp counselor -

am by Nov. 27, 1 981 ) - $ 1 3 . 1 5 / hr - Chicago, I L .

$4. 1 2 / hr. 21

h r s / w k and 35 h r s / w k when

public school not i n session - plans and pro

PS-LOC-340 M A N AG E M E NT A N ALYST I I

vides

B A degree i n Business, Public Admin o r

leadership

for

small

groups

and

classes - Avail i mmed - Chicago, l l .

related field w / 2 yrs exper i n organization

HS-SW-577 TEACH E R II

and methods work , general administrative

BA Degree. Courses i n c h i ld care, early

proce d u r e s ,

child hood education and / or psychology re-

preparation and administration, resident of

PU BLIC SERVICE

related budget documents and approp or

and/or

budget

analysis.

dinances, engage i n organizatio1 1 , staff i n g ,

PS-ST-195 E X E C DIRECTOR
Bachelor's degree. proficiency in Spanish
and

English

both

orally

and

written,

background in Adult Ed or Soc Service $1 4 ,500-$ 1 5 , 000

-

For

com m u n ity-based

tions being accepted u ntil Mar. 1 . 1 982 - Op
portu nity to exper 5 branch of state govern
ment: Gov Legislative Liaison Office. Bur of
the Budget. Dept of Perso n n e l , Dept of
Admin is Services and a state agcy of partici
pant's choosing - appro x . $ 1 1 00 / mo - Spr
ingfield . I L .
PS-ST-193 PROJECT COO R D / COM PLIANCE
Some experience i n housing. preferably as
a paralegal i n field of discrim ination resolu
tion,

exper

in

related

commu nity

work,

prefer south suburban resident. degree in
urban studies or related field helpful - In
vestigate and conciliate discrim ination com
plaints, document and present evidence,
writing affirmative action remedies and to
$1 5,000-$1 8.000, requires occasional

night

and weekend meetings - Park Forest, l l .
PROJECT COORD / A F F I R MATIVE
M KTG
Some

Housing experience either

in

fair

(mktg) exper, prefer south su burban resi
dent - Half-time position with potential for
full-time dependent upon growth of pro
gram - Work primarily with apartment com
racially balance housing demand at approx
imately 12 locations - $7,000 i n itially - Park
Forest, l l .
Knowledge of mechanical food prep equip.
demonstrated skills i n c u l i nary tec h n iques,
skills i n chemistry and food micro, busi ness
and report writing plus - Fu nction as ex
ec/consultant chef. a d m i n i ster total food
service program - $26,951 - Wrig ht-Patterson
A F B - Dead l ine: Dec . 1 1 . 1 981

COU N SELING A N D CLINICAL PSYCH
3 positions available for 1 982-83. Stipend of
approximately $8,500-$9,000 - Orono, M E
For details. contact t h e Placement Office .
E-H E-2844 G E N E RAL BUSIN ESS
Master's Degree in B u si n ess - I n struct
classes i n all levels of Busi ness - Should
have recent and extensive teaching exper,

preferably at commu nity college level - To
start J a n . 1 1 , 1 982 - Chicago, l l . - Dead l i ne :
NQV. 1 6 , 1 961

IL.

BA or BS in H u man Services or trai ning
related to position with m i n 3 yrs exper
preferred

Biling ual

Span ish- E n g l i sh

re

qu ired - To develop center program board,
to

be voice and advocate for northside

Hispanics, generate service programs to
needs of H i spanic Community - $1 5,825.00 Chicago, ll.
PS-SW-580 SOC PH YSICAL DEVELO P M E N T
SPVR
BA degree i n Phys Ed or Rec, certified
water safety instructor, certified Red Cross
First

Aid

and

CPR,

su pervisory

exper

preferred - Admini stration and operation of
Physical activities and health programs for
boys and g i rls age 6-1 8 - $1 2 , 500 - Avail
immed - Dead l i ne : Jan . 1 5 , 1 982 - Chicago.
ll.

SCI ENCE

S-OTHE R-72 COM P U T E R OPER
3

yrs

operator

e x per

using

I BM370,

POW E R / V S or V S E , strong DOS / JCL skills
and a knowledge of CICS - $1 3,442-$19,474 Chicago, I L .

TECH N ICAL

T-272 G E A R S H A P E R & H O B OPERATOR
HS Grad Voc/Tech Sch - 1 Y2 yrs gear cutting
exper on hobbing and shaping machine maag machine exper helpful but not man
datory - sets up and operates one or more
gear

shaping

mac h i n e s - second

shift -

T-273 HORIZONTAL B A R O P E R ATOR
2-3 years exper o n horizongal bar, read and
work from blueprints, abil ity to u se most
precision measuring

instru ments - make

own set ups, be fam i liar with all phases of
bori n g . m i l l i n g , drilling, etc . - M u st have
own mac h i n ist tools - Chicago, l l .

PS-FE D-660 OPER R E SE A RCH A NALYST
BA, BS or H i g her i n Oper Researc h . Math.
Stats. Log ic, 3 yrs professional exper in
oper research - Performs professional and
scientific work req u iring desig n , develop
ment, and adaptation of mat h . slats and
other scientific methods to analyze opera
tional programs - $28.245 - Dead line: Nov. 30,
1 981 - Wrig ht-Patterson, A F B .
PS-FE D-661 JOB L I S T REVIEW
M ultiple listing of federal jobs throughout
U .S . - Contact Placement Office for more in
formation.
PS-LOC-344 TELEPHONE OPER II
For

Cook

County

Tem porary

Detention

center - examinations to be given on Dec. 4,
1 981 P S- F E D-654

fessional

I N T E R N S H. I P ,

given D e c . 1 2 , 1 981 (filing f o r exam by Nov.
26, 1 981 ) - $1 ,837.38-$2 ,233 . 77/ mos - Chicago,

Chicago, l l .

PS-FE D-659 FOOD SE RVICE SPECIALIST

preparation of reports.

ass1st program staff w / various research
projects - compiling data and assisting in

a n d methods stud ies - Written exam t o b e

HS-SW-576 S U P E RVISOR I l l

PS-ST-194 F E L LOWS H I P PROG RAM
1 982 Yearlong Fellowship Program applica

E N G RG

PRE-DOCTORAL

budget / accounting

Admin isters

care program of 60 school-age c h i ldren and

$400 / m o - To write, edit and proof copy,
pre �are layouts, cover eve nts/ meetings,

E-HE-2836

-

plexes i n developing outreach methods to
in

Chemistry, Biology , English . Comm u n ica
tion

PART

BA Degree i n S o c Work or E d u c plus 3 yrs

housing or apartment rental mgmt or PR

E-EL-653 BI-L I N G U A L TEACH E R

Part-time

M A I N T E N A NCE

exper i n day care / youth work and super

implement and monitor these resolutions -

Two positions i m med avail - Kankakee, 1 1• •
E-PL-77

SITE

TIME

H i spanic organization - Rockford, I l l inois.

E-H E-2849 LECT U R E R
Doctorates a r e

PS-LOC-334

�

ILL - Analyze and prepare annual budget.

E-HE-2848 FACULTY, SERVICE

HS Grad and 2 yrs cler e x per. 1 yr m u st have

fice / Central Duplication - Dead l i n e : Nov. 28,

Recent

E-E L-654 SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGIST, LEAR

included perform of cler & secy duties or 2

E-H E-2852GSU BOOK B I N D E R Y ASST.

for

details.

TRANSCRIBING

EDUCATION

LMP

further

Areas - M A or MS deg ree for all except

B-SA L E S-201 REPRESENTATIVE

Vacant civil

for

E-HE-2838 I N ST R UCTORS

B- MGMT-1 93 MANAG E M E NT
M B A , Business Related Masters, or Law

B-OTH E R-1 72

Office

H U MAN SERVICES

HS-SW-578 S U P E RVISOR I I

Several positions i n additional t o these are

B-OTH E R-169 M IS SPECIALIST

developing

Placement

TY

B-MGMT-192 G E N E R A L M A N A G E R
analysis,

Americans - To start August, 1 982 - Contact

Public Safety Officer. Assist Prof - H i story .

B-OTH E R-1 73 LIBRARY ASSISTANT
Prefer AA program in l i brary tec h , but not

tion,

These two positions available w i t h an inter
national school teaching only Germans and

W.VA.

B-SALE S-202 SALES PEOPLE
Start i n sales and move up into mgmt - All

mos. (avg salary: $1 2 ,000),

S E CON D A R Y

1 / 25 / 82 .

B-ACC-149 BOO K K E E P E R
Some

ELEM ENTARY,

POSITION S I N G E R M A N Y

� : �:

P R O F E S S O R- A E R O S P A C E

BA, BS or higher in E n g i neeri n g , current
registration as a professional e n g ineer, pro
exper

or

grad

education

in

engineering - U . S . citizen - See Placement
Office
details

for
-

additional

requirements

Wrig ht-Patterson

AFB.

and
OH.

1 2 /31 /81
PS-LOC-343 STO R E K E E P E R
HS Grad or G E D cert. a n d 2 y r s e x p e r i n
storeroom

operations

-

Assist

in

maintenance o f stocks and records i n an
assigned storeroom - $10.87 / h r . - M u st take
written exam to be given on Sat . , Dec. 1 9 ,
1 981 - Dead l i n e t o f i l e f o r e x a m is D e c . 4 ,
1981 - For details, s e e Placement Office.

r----

Classifieds

---

Wanted : Student to share apartment in
Park Forest South. Have special child.
Prefer Special Ed. major others may
also call Shirley at 747-9132.
Do you need someone to type your
a s s ignments,
te rm
papers,

class

resumes, business or office forms? Ex
peri �nced secretary will give prompt
serv1ce on all your typing needs !

Reasonable rates! Phone 932-1987 after
4 p.m. Bourbonnais area.
PA R K F O R EST C O N D O F O R R E N T
Condominium for rent : 23437 South
Western Avenue ( Steiger Road &
Western Ave.) Large one bedroom
wall to wall carpeting. balcony, poo i
.
.
and a 1 r cond1t1 oning. $350.00 per month
nd is available now! Contact Clyde
1
P
ayton at 481-8709.

�

Townhouse
Village

in

for
Park

rent

in

" Forest

Monterey
South.

3
bedrooms, $450.00 per month, 1 year
lease. Contact Dee Brown at 747-7550
or 799-3929 after

5 p.m.

..

